W elcome to the 2008 Journal of Digital
Imaging Supplement on Intelligent Imaging. The editors of JDI searched for a variety of articles that represented some of the current research in navigation, computer-assisted viewing, computer-assisted detection of anatomical structures, computer-assisted extraction, and computer-aided diagnosis. All the articles in some way support the Society for Imaging Informatics in Medicine (SIIM)-sponsored Transforming the Radiological Interpretation Process (TRIP™) initiative.
As stated on the SIIM website, TRIP™ focuses on three fundamental objectives:
1. improving the efficiency of interpretation of large data sets, 2. improving the timeliness and effectiveness of communication, and 3. decreasing medical errors.
The articles in this supplement focus on the first objective. Future issues of JDI will focus on the other two fundamental objectives.
The first four articles in this supplement focus on the navigation and the radiologist's ability to efficiently manage large datasets. When vendors catch up with researchers, radiologists will appreciate the efforts of these authors. These are followed by an article describing a new, free application that provides tools to fuse 3-D data sets such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography, and single photon emission computed tomography of the same subject and to create maximum intensity projections of the images and to adjust the dynamic range. This article demonstrates the strengths of the system in a multimodal breast imaging application.
Two papers are presented on segmentation and extraction. The first is an application of an artificial immune-activated neural network applied to brain 3-D MRI segmentation and the second is on the area extraction of the liver and hepatocellular carcinoma in CT scans.
Two orthopedic applications are included in the supplement, the first describing the normative reference values of joint space width estimated by computer-aided joint space analysis of the distal interphalangeal joint and the second describing a computer-generated index for evaluating idiopathic scoliosis using digital chest images.
One article on computer-aided cancer detection using texture features and clinical features in transrectal ultrasound images is included in this issue. From my reading, this looks like a hot topic in many journals.
Finally, we include three articles with a focus on lung applications. The first describes automatic delineation of the diaphragm in CT while the second describes automatic detection of bronchial dilatation in high-resolution CT lung images. The final article describes the effect of multiscale processing in digital chest radiography on automated detection of lung nodules with a computer-assisted system.
The editors of JDI hope you find this supplement on intelligent imaging interesting and informative and that it stimulates further research into the issues surrounding the radiological interpretation process.
